
Tomorrow  Morning Quilt

!*2” squaresFabric A
TOMO 01 Blue
Featured Block

#4 yards

%

First Cuts Next CutsFabric Name, Placement & Yardage

Backing &2 yards
Batting ()” x )!!111 ”

@2” x !*2”@2” x $@”
(10 strips 
used for 
binding)

@$#%Fabric B
TOMO 04 Blue

Border & Binding
@d yards

(2” squares(2” x $@” !)#Fabric C
TOMO 06 Taupe
Four-Patch Light

!8 yards

Fabric D
TOMO-05Blue

Four-Patch Medium
!8 yards

First Cuts Next CutsFabric Name, Placement & Yardage

Fabric E
TOMO-02 Blue
Four-Patch Dark

!8 yards

Extra fabric may be needed for “Fussy Cut” pieces; amount varies depending on motif selection and fabric repeat.

Fabric F
TOMO-03 Blue

        Four-Patch Medium Light
!8 yards

!)!*2” x $@” (2” squares(2” x $@” !)#

(2” squares(2” x $@” !)#

(2” squares(2” x $@” !)#

82” x 102”



Making the Quilt
1. Sew one (2” Fabric C square and one (2” Fabric
D square together as shown. Press. Make ten.

2. Sew one (2”Fabric E square and one (2”Fabric F
square together as shown. Press. Make ten.

3. Sew one unit from step 1 to one unit from step 2
together as shown. Press. Make six. Block measures
!*2” square.

4. Sew one unit from step 2 to one unit from step 1 
as shown checking orientation of units prior to
sewing. Press. Make four.

6. Arrange and sew
together six @2” x !*2”
Fabric B strips, three !*2”
Fabric A squares, and two
blocks as shown. Press.
Make two. Note: Blocks
used and orientation of
each block will vary from
row to row.
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Let’s Begin
Before you begin read all instructions. Referring to project Cutting Chart, cut First Cuts strips as indicated in chart then
cut smaller pieces listed under Next Cuts from these strips. Use an accurate seam allowances and assembly line method
and a 4”-wide seam allowance to construct this quilt. Press seams in direction of arrows as indicated in each diagram.
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5. Refer to layout on previ-
ous page, to arrange all 
blocks, ten !*2” Fabric A 
squares, and twenty-four 
@2” x !*2” Fabric B strips 
into vertical rows.



7. Arrange and sew together six 
@2” x !*2” Fabric B strips, three 
blocks, and two !*2” Fabric A 
squares as shown. Press. Make 
two. Note: Blocks used and  
orientation of each block will 
vary from row to row.

8. Sew  @2” x $@” Fabric B strips 
end-to-end to make one 
continuous @2”-wide Fabric B 
strip. Press. Measure vertical 
rows from steps 6 and 7 
(measurements should be the 
same) from top to bottom and 
cut five @2”-wide Fabric B strips 
to that measurement. 

9. Referring to layout arrange 
and sew together, cut @2”-wide
Fabric B strips from step 8 and  
rows from step 6 and 7. Press. 

Finishing the Quilt
1. Cut backing fabric piece into 
three equal pieces. Sew pieces 
together to make one ()” x !@)” 
approximate backing piece. 
Press and trim backing to 
measure ()” x !!)”. 

2. Press backing and quilt top 
trimming all excess threads. 
Layer and baste backing, 
batting, and quilt top together. 

3. Hand or machine quilt as 
desired.  Bind quilt as desired. 
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Tomorrow Morning Quilt Layout




